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Jeep tour to the caves of the Gorely volcano, 1 day
About 2 000 years ago during the eruption of the volcano Gorely a lava stream created wide stone fields to the north of the volcano. Ancient
lava of the Gorely volcano was very liquid. They had time to harden on the top, but under the crust the lava continued to flow. As the result a
huge tube was formed, the lava flew out and the remained walls created lava caves. The biggest size of the territory with caves is 1.5 km,
while the total length of the stream is 15 km. The longest cave is 140 m and the shortest is 16 meters. High, wide and open grottos are the
result of destroyed caves, and there are a lot of them on the volcano Gorely. 6 caves are reachable. A part of the caves which we offer to you
to see is not so big but it is absolutely amazing! It has a domelike vault. The bottom of the cave is covered with ice crust all the year round.
You will have a chance to see such beauty and to feel “real” breathing of earth.
The period of the tour: july-september
Kind of the tour: by car and on foot
Duration: 1 day
The meeting place: Bus station (10 km.)
The meeting time: 07:55 a.m.
The number of people in a group: 4 people and more
The route: Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky – the caves of the Gorely volcano – Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky
NB: Well-experienced drivers and guides work on each route. For the objective reasons (bad weather, MES recommendations, life and health
threat of a tourist) a guide has a right to change a direction and a timetable of a route immediately. A tourist must execute the accident
preventions and follow the commands of a guide.
Day
1

Time
08:00

Program
Departure from Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky by a car of high permeability to the caves of the volcano.
Arrival to the caves.
A walking excursion, sightseeing of cave grottos. Hot meal – lunch.
Transfer to Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky

The price includes:
- transportation
- meals on route
- group equipment
- tour guide, guide assistant, cook services
- assurance
Necessary equipment: private equipment, tracking footwear with rigid sole which is suitable for rocky territory, wind-water protective jacket
with a hood, a sweater, a headdress, gloves, sunglasses, a small backpack, a security measure from solar burns and blood-sucking insects.
Children less than 12 y/o are allowed to obtain a tour only with their parents.
People needing treatment and continuous medical supervision are not recommended to travel along this route.

We wish you a delightful vacation and unforgettable experience!

